In multi-agent environments, the task of agent tracking becomes increasingly di cult when a tracker only has an imperfect model of the trackee. This diculty is unavoidable in any real-world situation where the amount of perception information is overwhelming in comparison to a tracker's limited resource and response time, and trackees may dynamically change their action models for a number of reasons. In this paper, we analyze this adaptive agent tracking problem in detail and describe an initial solution using discrimination-based learning. The main idea is to identify the de ciency of a model based on prediction failures, and revise the model by using features that are critical in discriminating successful and failed episodes. Our experiments in simulated air-to-air combat environments have shown some interesting results but many problems remain open for future research.
Introduction
In multi-agent environments, intelligent agents interact with each other, either collaboratively or noncollaboratively, to achieve their goals. Many of these multi-agent domains are real-time and dynamic, requiring the interaction to be highly exible and reactive. For instance, in the education arena, intelligent tutoring systems need to interact with students while they are solving problems (Ward 1991) . In the arena of entertainment, recent work has focused on real-time, dynamic interactivity among multiple agents within virtual reality environments (Bates, Loyall, & Reilly 1992; Hayes-Roth, Brownston, & V. 1995) . Similarly, in the arena of training, there is a recent thrust on dynamic, real-time interactive simulations | e.g., realistic tra c environments (Cremer et al. ) , or realistic combat environments (steering committee 1994; Tambe et al. 1995 ) | where humans may interact with tens or hundreds of collaborative and non-collaborative intelligent agents. Such real-time interaction is also seen in robotic environments (Kuniyoshi et al. 1994) .
In all these environments, agent tracking is a key capability required for intelligent interaction Ward 1991; Rao 1994) . It involves monitoring other agents' observable actions and inferring their unobserved actions or high-level goals, plans and behaviors. This capability is closely related to plan recognition (Kautz & Allen 1986; Azarewicz et al. 1986 ), which involves recognizing agents' plans based on observations of their actions. One key di erence is that plan-recognition e orts generally assume that agents are executing plans that rigidly prescribe the actions to be performed. Agent tracking, in contrast, involves recognizing a broader mix of goal-driven and reactive behaviors. It is appropriate in domains where agents exhibit dynamic behaviors in response to the changing environment and the actions of other agents. This paper focuses on adaptive agent tracking, an important requirement to scale up tracking to real-world domains. In particular, agent tracking is typically based on model tracing (Anderson et al. 1990) , where a tracker (tracking agent) executes a runnable model of the trackee (tracked agent), matching the model's predictions with actual observations. However, in realworld domains, a tracker's model of the trackee's behaviors is often imperfect, i.e., incomplete or incorrect. The trackee further contributes to this imperfections, since its behaviors are not static, but alter over time. Of course, eradicating all such model imperfections is di cult (if not impossible) | and thus tracking must proceed despite such imperfections. Nonetheless, the tracker must engage in some adaptive tracking, i.e., it must adapt its model of the trackee to remdey at least some of these imperfections.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses a real-world domain that forms the basis of our work on agent tracking, and the challenges it poses. Section 3 outlines speci c issues in adaptive agent tracking, and describes a detailed realworld example. Section 4 presents our approach to adaptive agent tracking. Section 5 presents experimental results; while Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines the future research.
Agent Tracking in Real-world Domains
The domain of our work on agent tracking is one of virtual battle elds based on Distributed Interactive Simulation Environments (DIS) (steering committee 1994). These are synthetic, yet real-world environments, and they have already been used in large-scale operational military exercises. These environments promise to provide cost-e ective and realistic environments for training and rehearsal, as well as for testing new doctrine, tactics and weapon system concepts. The realization of this promise is critically dependent on intelligent automated agents that can act as e ective human surrogates | interacting intelligently with humans as well as other agents. Agent tracking is of course one key aspect of such an intelligent interaction . Certainly, an adversary will not communicate information regarding its goals and plans to an agent voluntarily | such information must be inferred via tracking. Furthermore, even in collaborative situations, tracking often assumes importance due to communication di culties.
Given that agent tracking occurs here on a synthetic battle eld, there are some key challenges that it poses:
Imperfect models: A tracker's model of the trackee is often imperfect. Such imperfection could be divided into two categories: 1. Dynamic model imperfections: The tracker possesses a perfect static model of the trackee | so that the trackee's set of possible goals, plans, and beliefs is known. Here, the tracker has to infer the trackee's currently active goals, plans and beliefs. This task is, of course, at the heart of agent tracking. 2. Static model imperfections: The tracker's model of the trackee is itself incomplete, i.e., the trackee's overall set of possible goals, plans and beliefs is itself not known. This situation may arise due to adaptiveness: an intelligent adversary will very likely adapt its tactics to exploit possible weaknesses in a tracker's behaviors. Real-time and dynamism: The tracker and trackee interact in real-time; for example, in simulated airto-air combat, speed is life (Shaw 1988) in the realworld, and in the simulated combat environment. Complexity of environment: This is a realistic environment, in which entities and objects have a rich set of properties. Cost of trial: Trials are not straightforward to run. Indeed, trials with same initial conditions may have very di erent outcomes due the \chaotic" nature of the environment. While our analysis focuses on the combat-simulation environment, given its real-world character, we expect that the lessons will generalize to some of the other multi-agent environments mentioned above.
Issues in Adaptive Agent Tracking
As mentioned earlier, to track a trackee, tracker executes a runnable model of the trackee, matching the model's predictions with actual observations. One key reason that tracking in this fashion remains a challenging problem is dynamic model imperfections. Dynamic imperfections introduce ambiguity in tracking. For instance, in air-combat simulations, a tracker cannot directly observe a missile red by its opponent (the trackee). It needs to infer a missile ring from the trackee's observable maneuvers, even though those are often ambiguous. Nonetheless, given a reasonably accurate model of the trackee, the tracker agent can hope to address such ambiguity in real-time .
Given adaptiveness on part of the trackee (static model imperfections), however, the situation becomes much more complex. The tracker cannot necessarily assume its model of the trackee is accurate, or that it will stay accurate over time. Such a situation does arise in the synthetic battle eld environment, given the adaptive character of intelligent adversaries. In particular, human adversaries will very likely adapt and evolve their tactics to exploit weaknesses in an intelligent agent's behaviors. For instance, in the simulated theatre of war (STOW-E) exercise held in November of 1994, human pilots deliberately changed their missile ring tactic | instead of pointing their aircraft nose straight at the target before ring a missile (0-5 degrees \nose-o " as shown in Figure 1 ), they began ring missiles while maintaining a 25-degree noseo from the target (as shown in Figure 2 ). This was intended to confuse the participating intelligent pilot agents, and indeed it did . Unable to track this changed missile ring tactic, intelligent pilot agents got shot down. Of course, human pilots are bound to come up with novel variations on known maneuvers, and intelligent agents cannot be expected to anticipate them. Yet, at the same time, intelligent agents cannot remain in a state of permanent vulnerability | for instance, getting shot down each time the 25-degree nose-o variation gets used | otherwise they would be unable to continue to provide a challenging and appropriate training environment for human pilots. To deal with such imperfections in the trackee's model, the tracker must:
Recognize the de ciency of its model; Adapt the model by either revising its assumptions regarding known agent actions or postulating the existence of heretofore unknown actions. Unfortunately, characteristics of the combat simulation environment outlined in the introduction section conspire to make this di cult. Thus, given imperfect information, it is di cult for the tracker to pinpoint the de ciencies in its model of the trackee. For instance, in the above STOW-E example, the tracker failed to recognize that 25-degree "nose o " is also a legitimate condition for missile ring (for its model is that missile ring is possible only if the nose-o angle is within 0-5 degrees). Yet, since it cannot observe the missile, and thus cannot know when it was red, the tracker cannot easily pinpoint this precise deciency. All it does detect is that it was unexpectedly shot down. (One simplifying assumption here is that the tracker assumes that it is the trackee's missile that shot it down).
The complexity of the environment and its real-time nature further complicate matters. Basically, it is dicult for the tracker to obtain a perfectly accurate model of the trackee, and access all of the relevant information for accurate tracking. For instance, in some situations, to predict whether an opponent pilot (trackee) will engage in an o ensive or defensive maneuver, it is useful to know whether or not the trackee is willing to enter into risky situations in pursuit of its goals. However, it is di cult obtain such information in advance or during a real-time air-combat simulation | in fact, the tracker may end up jeopardizing its own survival in such a test.
Therefore, we believe that attempting to learn an exact model of the trackee will not be a very fruitful enterprise for the tracker. Instead, it should focus its learning e ort on situations involving catastrophic failures, such as the unexpected missile ring in the STOW-E example. With respect to other less harmful imperfections, using a exible tracking strategy | one that can work with an imperfect model of the trackee | would appear to be a more fruitful approach. Such a strategy would need the capability to switch inferences dynamically in real-time . For instance, if the tracker is not sure if the trackee is performing an o ensive maneuver or a defensive maneuver, it may rst assume that the maneuver is o ensive (worst-case scenario), and then exibly modify this assumption as soon as warranted by further observations. Thus, the tracker need not depend on acquiring information regarding risk.
Our Current Approach to Adaptive Agent Tracking
We are currently investigating an approach to agent tracking that involves learning prediction rules based on discrimination (Shen 1993; . The discrimination-based approach is used to locate deciencies in tracker's model of the trackee. This approach is augmented using discovery learning techniques for explaining successful and unsuccessful agent tracking experiences (Johnson 1994) , to further specialize the analysis of such de ciencies.
The main idea of discrimination-based learning is the framework of predict-surprise-revise. The agent always makes predictions that can be veri ed or falsied by the actual observations, and if a prediction fails in the current situation, then the current episode will be compared with an earlier episode where the prediction was successful. The agent compares the features of the two situations looking for di erences in the features, and incorporates those features into a revised prediction rule. In the event that no known features are e ective in discriminating the situations, it may be necessary to hypothesize that new unknown features exist.
In order to apply discrimination-based learning to the agent tracking problem, two issues must be resolved.
The agent must decide which points of time to compare between episodes. Each episode consists not of a single situation, but of a sequence of situations, each of which may be di erent from the previous one. It is impractical to discriminate all of the situations that arise in each episode; rather, we must select speci c situations in each episode which are likely to yield meaningful di erences when compared. Then, once a situation is selected within one episode, it is necessary to determine which situation corresponds to it in the other episode, so that an e ective discrimination can be performed. The agent must determine which features to discriminate, and decide whether the existing features are e ective in discriminating the situations. Our tracker agents record important events during each episode, such as an air-combat engagement, in its memory. In the case of a catastrophe, such as being unexpectedly shot down, it does a backward scan of this event memory (from the point of the catastrophe), and locates the last point of prediction failure. Note that since a tracker is continuously making predictions about the trackee, it is di cult to determine which of the tracker's series of predictions needs to be revised. We assume here that the last occurrence of a prediction failure is the point where revision is required. Thus, in the 25 degree nose-o example, the tracker last predicts the opponent to move to a nose-o of 0-5 degrees, to re a missile. This never occurs, and remains the last point of prediction/tracking failure. This case is compared with a successful case of tracking a missile ring. (Thus, we also assume that there is some good way of retrieving from memory a \successful" previous episode to compare against). Unfortunately, in complex domains such as battleeld simulations, discrimination-based learning can be di cult to apply without knowledge and/or heuristics for deciding which features to attend to. A feature description of the environment can be quite complex: our agent models typically have hundreds of features, many of which change constantly. Thus, comparing the feature set where the missile ring was successfully tracked with one where the tracking failed may yield di erences in a large number of irrelevant features, e.g., the altitude or speed of the trackee.
Under these circumstances, techniques akin to incremental enlargement (Shen 1993) or learning via experimentation (Gil 1993) can be employed to determine which features to discriminate.
Incremental enlargement is a heuristic applicable to nding relevant features that are crucial in discriminating two environmental states that contain a large number of di erences. The idea is to rst focus on the features that are mentioned in the action or operator involved in the prediction failure. If di erence can be found in this core set of features, then the search for di erence stops. Otherwise, this core set will be enlarged to include other features that are related to some core features and the search for di erence continues. This process of enlargement stops as soon as di erences are found among the two states. To illustrate the idea, consider the STOW-E example again. The feature \nose-o " is mentioned in the operator \steering-circle-achieved" which is involved in the current prediction failure. Since this feature has di erent values in the two states, it is identi ed as the cricial feature that can discriminating the two states, although in these two particular enironmental states there are many other features that have di erent values as well.
In learning via experimentation, the agent recalls a similar situation in which prediction was successful, and analyzes that situation to determine which features of the situation are critical for the decision. That is, the agent experiments with selectively removing features from the feature set, and trying to replay the decision making process that led to the prediction, to see whether or not a similar prediction results. This process typically identi es a small number of features that are determined to be relevant, even if a decision involves multiple reasoning steps (Johnson 1994 ). This reduced feature set becomes the focus of discrimination-based learning, instead of the full feature set. In the case under discussion, experimentation reveals that nose-o is one of the features that is critical to the decision-making process, and this is one of the features that discriminates the situations being compared. The prediction rules are therefore revised in order to make a di erent prediction | that missile ring is possible when the nose-o is 0-25 degrees. Experience with further episodes will then be required to determine whether the revised rule makes the right prediction; if not, the set of discrimination features will have to be broadened.
Experimental Results
We are taking a two-pronged approach in implementing the above approach. First, we have begun implementing the approach in intelligent pilot agents for the air-combat simulation environment . To this end, two versions of the pilot agents | one developed for tracking Tambe 1995) and one that learns models of decisions for explanation (Johnson 1994 ) | have been integrated. We are experimenting with this integrated agent to address the 25-degree nose-o example discussed above. (These agents are based on the Soar integrated architecture (Newell 1990) , and use chunking, a form of EBL, as the basis of all of their learning (Laird, Rosenbloom, & Newell 1986) ).
We are also in the process of implementing the above approach in a simple test-bed, where agents mimic the behavior of ghter aircraft, and are provided limited information about other agents. The goal here is to engage in controlled experiments, and gain some understanding of the tradeo s involved. We have begun with two sets of experiments: one is to give the tracker a good model of the opponent and see how it can deal with imperfect information and make exible and safe predictions, and the other to have the tracker learn the model from scratch. In the workshop, we expect to have demos or performance analysis from both the real-world simulator and the testbed.
Conclusions and Future Research
In this paper, we have identi ed the problem of adaptive agent tracking as a special case of agent tracking, where the tacker only has an imperfect model of the trackee. This problem is especially important in real-world situations where the amount of perception information is overwhelming in comparison to a tracker's limited resource and response time, and trackees may dynamically change their action models for a number of reasons. We have investigated possible solutions to the problem by using discrimination-based learning techniques and obtained some interesting initial experimental results. Furthermore, this research has revealed several important future research directions for adaptive agent tracking. In particular, we would like to investigate more cases of adaption such as creating new actions in the model, modifying existing actions by generalizing or specializing existing actions, and inventing new features that are critical for making corect predictions in life-threaten situtions.
